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____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSN), sometimes also referred as wireless sensors and actuators 

networks (WSAN), are generally spatially distributed autonomous sensors to monitor all or some physical or 

environmental conditions, such as temperature, humidity, sound, pressure, moisture, etc. and to cooperatively pass their 

data through the network by efficient routing to a main location or base station. The more modern networks are generally 

bi-directional, also enabling the control of sensor activity. The development of wireless sensor networks was initially 

motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance, Warfield surveillance; today such wireless sensor 

networks are used in many industrial, medical and consumer applications, such as industrial process machine monitoring 

and control, machine health monitoring and control, and so on. In this paper, brief review of protocols in wireless sensor 

network for energy harvesting is presented. 
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1. Introduction 

The WSN is for the most part a built of "nodes" – from a couple of number of nodes to a few hundreds or even thousands, where 

every node is associated with no less than one (or at times a few) sensor. [1]  

Each such wanted sensor arrange node has commonly a few sections: a radio transmitter and radio beneficiary with for the most 

part an inward recieving wire or it utilizes an association with an outer reception apparatus, a base 8-bit microcontroller. An 

electronic clamor dropping and repeater circuit for interfacing with the specific sensor and a consistent vitality source, typically 

a decent battery or an inserted type of vitality reaping or perhaps a sustainable power source like sunlight based power, wind 

vitality. A sensor node may fluctuate in size and vitality from that of a case down to the measure of a grain of salt, albeit working 

"spot" of real tiny measurements still can't seem to be made. The cost of sensor nodes is comparatively factor, going from a 

couple to many dollars, contingent upon the multifaceted nature of the individual sensor nodes. Size and cost requirements on 

sensor nodes bring about comparing imperatives on assets, for example, vitality, memory, computational speed and 

correspondences data transmission. The topology of the WSNs can differ from a basic star system to a progressed multi-bounce 

remote work organize. The proliferation method between the jumps of the system can be directing or flooding. [2][3] 

 

2. Application of WSN 

Region monitoring: Area monitoring is a typical utilization of WSNs. In territory monitoring, the WSN is sent over an area 

where some marvel is to be observed. A military illustration is the employments of sensors distinguish foe interruption; a non 

military personnel case is the geo-fencing of gas or oil pipelines.[4]  

Human services monitoring: The restorative applications can be of two sorts: wearable and embedded. Wearable gadgets are 

utilized on the body surface of a human or exactly at closeness of the client. The implantable therapeutic gadgets are those that 

are embedded inside human body. There are numerous different applications excessively e.g. body position estimation and area 

of the individual, general monitoring of sick patients in doctor's facilities and at homes. Body-territory systems can gather data 

around a person's wellbeing, wellness, and vitality use.  

Natural/Earth detecting: There are numerous applications in monitoring ecological parameters, cases of which are given 

underneath. They share the additional difficulties of unforgiving situations and decreased power supply.[5]  

Air contamination monitoring: Wireless sensor systems have been conveyed in a few urban areas (Stockholm, London, and 

Brisbane) to screen the grouping of perilous gases for nationals. These can exploit the impromptu remote connections as opposed 

to wired establishments, which likewise make them more versatile for testing readings in various zones. 

 

3. Network Design Challenges: 

Node arrangement: Node organization is reliant on the application and impact the execution of WSNs. The arrangement can be 

either deterministic or randomized. In deterministic arrangement, the detecting components are physically distinguished and 

information is directed through pre-characterized routes.[6] However, in irregular node sending, the sensor nodes are spotted 

haphazardly making WSNs. On the off chance that the subsequent appropriation of sensor node isn't uniform, ideally bunching 

ends up important to permit availability and empower vitality productive system execution. Between sensor correspondence is 

ordinarily inside short correspondence runs because of vitality and data transfer capacity confinements. Therefore, it is most 

plausible that a course will comprise of different remote bounces.  

Vitality utilization: The primary assignment of the steering conventions is productive conveyance of information from source to 

goal. Vitality utilization is the real worry in the improvement of directing conventions for WSNs. Sensor node has restricted 
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vitality assets and data or information need to be conveyed in a vitality proficient path without trading off the rightness of the 

data. The principle reason of vitality utilization for steering in WSNs is neighborhood revelation and information collection.  

Adaptability: An extensive number of sensor nodes are scattered in the application zone, i.e. at least thousand quantities of node. 

Steering conventions work with vast number of sensor nodes. WSN directing conventions must be a satisfactory measure of 

versatile to act because of occasions in the system. In the event that an occasion happens, at that point sensor nodes are mindful 

or handle that occasion.  

Adaptation to internal failure: A couple of sensor nodes can crash because of absence of energy, physical harm, or natural 

obstruction. The crash of sensor nodes must not impact the general errand of the WSNs. On the off chance that countless crash, 

MAC and steering conventions must cabin development of new connections and courses for correspondence in the system. This 

may require more power for new connection development and course these new connections in the sensor arrange. Along these 

lines, a few levels duplication can be required in a blame tolerant sensor arrange.  

Information Aggregation: Sensor nodes can create copy information from various areas. Information total systems join 

information from different nodes, as per an unequivocal total capacity, e.g., copy suppression, minima, maxima and normal. 

Information collection is utilized to meet vitality effectiveness and information move streamlining in all steering conventions.  

Nature of Service: In numerous applications, information must be conveyed in a positive timeframe from the moment it is 

detected, generally the information will be of no utilization. Thusly, limited dormancy for information conveyance is another 

circumstance for time-compelled applications. Since, the vitality gets depleted, the system needs to debase the execution. 

 

4.      Routing Protocols: 

Numerous scientists proposed directing conventions for WSN. By and large, all the steering convention for WSNs can be 

partitioned into information driven conventions, Hierarchical Protocols, area based convention and sharp directing protocols.[7]  

Information Centric Protocols: Data Centric directing conventions are utilized to deal with the repetition of information; it occurs 

for the reason that sensor nodes don't have worldwide distinguishing proof, which recognizes them interestingly. Hence, 

information sent to each node is having huge excess. In information driven steering, the goal interest for information by sending 

the inquiry then the close-by sensor node sends the information chose identifying with the question. Turn is the primary 

information driven convention, which considers between nodes with a specific end goal to wipe out repetitive information and 

look after vitality. Afterward, Directed dispersion has been modernized and has turned into a leap forward in information driven 

steering. Various leveled Routing Protocols: Standardized to a phone organize, sensor nodes in a progressive steering approach 

send their data to a key group head and the bunch head then advances the data to the coveted beneficiary. The basic role of 

various leveled directing is to effectively keep up the vitality utilization of sensor nodes by taking them in multi-bounce 

correspondence inside a specific group and by performing information gathering and combination with a specific end goal to 

decrease the quantity of imparting messages to the goal. Among various of progressive directing conventions LEACH and 

PEGASIS are for the most part utilized conventions.  

Area Based Routing Protocol: The estimation of area based conventions is utilizing a field rather than a node identifier as the 

question of a parcel. Any node that situations inside the given region will be worthy as a goal node and can get and process a 

message. From the viewpoint of sensor systems, such area based steering is vital to ask for sensor information from any locale. 

Since there is no tending to technique for sensor systems like IP-locations and they are spatially conveyed in an area, area data 

can be utilized as a part of steering information in a vitality proficient way. For instance, if the area to be detected is recognized, 

utilizing the area of sensor nodes, the inquiry can be dispersed just to that specific locale which will kill the quantity of 

transmission fundamentally. The area based steering conventions get into report the portability of sensor nodes and execute 

exceptionally well when the thickness of the system increments. Simply, the execution is exceptionally melancholy when the 

system sending is scanty and there is no information collection and further managing out of the header node. For instance, GEAR 

is one of the area based conventions.  

Entrepreneurial Routing in WSNS: Challenged systems where arrange contacts are discontinuous or where connect execution is 

exceedingly factor and there is no total way from source to goal for more often than not. The way can be exceptionally flimsy 

and may change or break rapidly. To make correspondence conceivable middle nodes may take keeping of information amid the 

power outage and forward it when the availability resumes. Shrewd Routing utilized communicate transmission to send bundles 

through various transfers. Astute directing chronicles higher throughput than conventional steering. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Wireless sensor networks are not always homogeneous, they may be heterogeneous too. The lifetime and reliability of the 

network can be improved by heterogeneity in wireless sensor networks. In this paper, we studied a brief review on wireless 

sensor networks. 
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